Cracks in 3D pavement data often show poor continuity, low contrast and different depths, which bring great challenges to related application. Recently, crack attributes, e.g. depth and width have attracted attention of highway agencies for maintenance decision-makings, but few studies have been conducted on crack attributes. This paper presents object-based image analysis (OBIA) method for crack detection and attribute extraction from laser-scanning 3D profile data with elevation accuracy about 0.25 mm. Firstly, a high-pass filter designed for pavement components in our previous research was applied to remove the fluctuation posture in 3D data, and then the smallest of-constant false-alarm rate algorithm was used to acquire lower point sets, including crack seeds and lower textures. Secondly, the objects were represented by above obtained 3D point sets and OBIA, especially, the depth statistics, shape and topological features of objects were described. Moreover, to enhance crack objects and remove texture objects gradually, multi-scale object selections and merges were conducted according to the local statistical characteristics differences of objects. Thirdly, the objects' orientation attributes were combined with tensor voting to connect and infer final crack objects, and then the object-level crack depth attributes could be extracted. The experimental results demonstrated that proposed method achieved average buffered Hausdorff scores of 94.39, Recall of 0.92 and F-value of 0.91 for crack detection on 30 real measured 3D asphalt pavement data. Furthermore, crack depth attributes can be extracted at different scales according requirements, the obtained location and depth attributes provide more comprehensive information for pavement maintenances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cracks are one of most common and concerned diseases in pavement, to detect crack rapidly and accurately is of great significance for pavement maintenance and road traffic safety [1] - [3] . Traditional manual crack inspection has been replaced by optical sensors, laser-scanning and other non-destructive testing technologies due to the efficiency and safety problems [4] , [5] . Laser-scanning 3D profile systems have been shown their abilities of high precision (the depth accuracy is less than 0.5 mm, and resolution in transverse direction is about 1mm), high frequency, overcoming the uneven illumination, etc. [6] - [8] in recent years. The elevations of cracks are usually lower than the normal pavement surface, so the high-precision laser-scanning 3D profile system can provide an effective data basis for obtaining pavement crack information [9] , [10] . In theory, laser-scanning The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gianluigi Ciocca .
3D profile data can not only be used to detect the location information of cracks [11] , [12] , but also have the potential to acquire the attributes of crack, e.g. depth, length and width.
Crack detection technology based on laser-scanning 3D profile data is one of the hotspots of relevant pavement research institutions at home and abroad. However, due to the vibrates up and down of the 3D vehicle-borne system, the complexity of pavement textures, the cracks' depth variation and irregular structures, to extract accurate crack information from 3D data is still one of the current research difficulties [13] , [14] . Furthermore, crack attribute information has gradually attracted attention of highway agencies for disease model analysis and decision-makings in recently years. But most existing methods focus on crack detection and classification, while few public studies mention crack attribute information, such as depth [6] . In addition, it is difficult to obtain suitable crack depth evaluation scale, the pixel level is accurate but with no practical significance, and the whole crack level is lack of local information.
Many studies were conducted to detect asphalt pavement cracks based on laser-scanning 3D data. From the aspect of data processing mode, they can be divided into three categories: the profile-based methods, the preprocessing-2D image-based methods and the 3D model-based methods. Firstly, according to the acquisition principle of laser-scanning 3D profile data, the profile-based methods take the profile as the basic unit. Cracks in these elevation profiles show obvious and deep ''V'' structure. For example, in [10] , the sparse representation was employed to obtain the crack information in the pavement elevation profiles. A component decomposition model was proposed to decompose pavement profiles [15] , the sparse components were related to the cracks. The advantage of profile-based methods is that they can combine the acquisition principle of 3D profile data and analyze the characteristics of cracks by using mature signal processing model. However, these methods usually give bad performance for cracks with same direction as the profile. Secondly, preprocessing-2D image-based methods remove the cross-slope information (due to vehicle vibrates up and down) first, then the crack location information is obtained by some sound 2D crack detection methods. This category is primarily based on the fact that many cracks are with edge characteristics in depth data [11] , [16] , this is similar to the gray-scale edge of cracks in 2D data. Preprocessing-2D image-based methods are the most common form for 3D pavement crack detection. Typically, Jiang and Tsai [17] applied two-step Gaussian filter to remove the cross-slope and ruts on crack segmentation, then the dynamic optimization algorithm was applied to detect cracks. Li et al. [18] employed two-dimensional empirical mode decomposition on filtered data to detect crack. Recent years, with the great success of deep learning in target detection, deep learning has been gradually introduced into preprocessing-2D image-based method for crack detection [7] , [19] . But deep learning-based methods need a large number of labeled samples for training, and the labeling of cracks is very costly and time-consuming. In brief, the preprocessing-2D image-based methods are the most common and widely used for 3D crack detection at present. These algorithms generally treat 3D pavement data as 2D pavement images only or largely by using the 2D information contained in the 3D data [16] . Thirdly, 3D model-based methods make full use of 3D information. Considering the characteristics of the crack with different orientations in 3D pavement data, the 3D shadow model [16] and 3D pavement reconstruction [20] were employed to analyze the crack characteristics in 3D data, so as to improve the performance for cracks in the same direction as the profile. This category is not mature and not practical enough at present.
As for 3D crack attribute extraction aspect, researches about crack length extraction and classification are relatively common, but few studies are conducted on crack width and depth attributes extraction to the authors' knowledge. Some existing 2D and 3D crack detection methods can obtain the length information through crack location information [14] , [21] . In recent years, with the increasing demand of pavement maintenance engineering and the research on evolution model of pavement diseases, relevant institutions and researchers have gradually begun to extract crack width and depth information, e.g. [1] studied crack width extraction model based on Laplace's Equation for continuity and unambiguity. Reference [22] evaluated the depth information of shallow crack using neural network. References [6] mentioned that the depth of pavement cracks was divided into three or four grades, but more specific technical details are not disclosed.
Although the above-mentioned 3D crack detection algorithms demonstrate some successes [9] , [11] , [12] , the cracks' depth variation, irregular structures and the complexity textures usually make detected crack regions show discontinuous and noisy. The inhomogeneity of cracks and the influence of texture noise are the main difficulties in 3D pavement crack information extraction [23] . Most existing methods only use edge detection or depth threshold to get the suspected crack regions, and do not make full use of the depth information of the uneven cracks. In addition, the existing 3D crack detection methods do not utilize the topological relationship of the suspected crack seed areas, and the difference between crack and texture areas is not clear. Thus, those related methods are influenced by different pavement texture background, and some shallow cracks are usually missed detection. Aiming to describe the local characteristics of cracks and textures in 3D pavement data, this paper proposed an object-based image analysis (OBIA) method [24] , [25] for crack detection and attribute extraction from laser-scanning 3D profile data, by employing the OBIA's ability of regional statistics, topology and multi-scale expression [24] , [26] , the local depth, shape and neighborhood structure of cracks in 3D asphalt pavement data are described.
The elevation of crack is usually lower than the normal pavement surface in 3D data, while lower point sets in asphalt pavement include crack seeds and lower textures [10] , [31] . The generation of cracks can be considered as the gradual formation by local statistical characteristic differences between the crack objects and surrounding texture objects. Motivated by these characteristics and the OBIA's ability, the proposed method first applied the high-pass filter with frequency characteristics of pavement components in our previous research (3D pavement components decomposition model, 3D-PCDM) [15] to remove the fluctuation of vehicle posture in 3D data, and then the V-shaped structures in remaining data was acquired by constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) algorithm [27] , [28] to form 3D point sets including crack seeds and lower textures. Secondly, the objects were represented by the acquired 3D point sets and OBIA analysis, and the depth statistics, shape and topological attributes of the objects were obtained. Furthermore, to obtain the crack segment objects, multi-scale objects were selected and merged by using the difference of local statistical characteristics between crack objects and texture objects. Finally, the orientation attributes of the objects were combined with tensor voting [29] , [30] to connect and infer the final crack objects, and the complete crack information and object-level crack attributes could be extracted.
The novelties and advantages of this work are as follows: first, the proposed method applies the differences of local statistical characteristics between crack objects and texture objects at OBIA perspective, it extracts crack objects step by step from lower texture objects by regional statistics, topology and multi-scale expression in 3D asphalt pavement data. Second, the location and orientation characteristic of crack objects are used for object-level tensor voting, and the connection inference ability of tensor voting is used to complete the connection and inference crack objects. Third, the object-level depth attributes of 3D cracks can be acquired naturally and objectively, and the scale can be set according to actual requirements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the characteristics of 3D pavement cracks and object-based analysis of cracks in 3D pavement. Section 3 describes the proposed crack detection and attributes extraction method. Section 4 validates the algorithms by a series of experiments. Section 5 summarizes the work.
II. MODELING CRACK OBJECTS IN 3D PAVEMENT
This section starts by briefly introducing the crack characteristics in 3D pavement data. Then, object-based analysis of cracks in 3D pavement has been imported. Moreover, object attribute and tensor voting analyzed are introduced.
The 3D pavement data collection system used in this paper is the laser-scanning profiler (LSP, produced by ZOYON Co. Ltd., Wuhan, China) [13] , [15] , [31] . The LSP operates by combining a 3D camera and a linear laser. To obtain high-quality pavement data, an LSP system sensor was installed in a reequipped vehicle so that it could be used to measure transverse pavement profiles consecutively as well as to process and store the data. The LSP measured 3D elevation data, which reflect the relative elevation of the pavement. In the practical working environment, two 2K resolution cameras were installed along both sides of the vehicle, which combined could capture the scanned area with a width of about 4 m. This speed of pavement inspection is required to meet the normal driving speed range of 0∼120 km/h, under a resolution of 1 mm along the profile direction, the accuracy in the elevation direction can reach 0.25 mm. The depth measurement range is about 0.2 m, and the sampling interval is between 1 and 5 mm along the driving direction.
A. CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF CRACK IN 3D PAVEMENT
A typical real measured 3D asphalt pavement data with cracks collected by above LSP system was shown in Fig. 1(a) , Fig. 1(b) is the local enlarged image of Fig. 1(a) . It can be seen that the depth of cracks is usually lower than that of normal pavement background, but the depth of cracks is not uniform, while some textures in pavement also have lower depth from the perspective of elevation. If only the depth threshold is used, the lower textures are usually influence crack extraction. More specifically, Fig. 1 (c) shows point sets lower than pavement acquired on the basis of Fig. 1(b) . It can be seen that not only cracks but also part of lower textures are lower than normal pavement elevation in 3D pavement data. Fig. 1(d) illustrates more details about region of interest (ROI) in Fig. 1(c) . The lower elevation point sets in 3D pavement can be divided into three categories:
(1) Background -lower texture point sets, they usually have similar characteristics to those around them.
(2) Obvious crack point sets, these point sets are quite different from that of surrounding point sets.
(3) Non-obvious crack point sets, this kind of point sets are usually located in the neighborhood of obvious crack point sets (the neighborhood diagram is shown in Fig. 1(e) ), but the characteristics of non-obvious crack point sets themselves are similar to or even less obvious with the characteristics of background texture point sets. Non-obvious crack point sets can be further confirmed by the relation and connection between the surrounding point sets and the point set itself.
The three kind of lower elevation point sets are illustrated in Fig. 1(f) . From the elevation characteristics of crack seeds and lower textures in the above 3D pavement data, the generation of cracks can be considered as the gradual formation by local statistical characteristic differences between crack objects and surrounding texture objects.
B. OBJECT-BASED ANALYSIS OF CRACK IN 3D PAVEMENT
OBIA is proposed as a sub-discipline of GIScience devoted to partitioning imagery into meaningful image objects and assessing their characteristics through statistical, spatial, topological and scale [24] , [26] . OBIA claims to overcome problems of traditional pixel-based techniques of high spatial resolution image data, by defining segments rather than pixels to classify, and allowing spectral reflectance variability to be used as an attribute for discriminating features in the segmentation approach [32] . Cracks are slender structures with lower depth than the pavement in high resolution 3D data, but the crack depths are not uniform. Although the lower point sets in asphalt pavement include cracks and lower textures, crack segments are different from surrounding textures from 3D perspective, while textures have similar statistical characteristics with surrounding textures. Motivated by OBIA's ability of regional statistics, topology and multi-scale expression, this paper utilized OBIA to describe the characteristics of crack segments and further distinguish crack objects from lower texture objects.
Preliminary objects acquired from 3D pavement can be characterized by depth statistics, geometric shape and topological features. As shown in Fig. 2 , specific object depth statistics features include mean, variance, depth summation, object geometric shape features include area, aspect ratio, main direction, filling degree, endpoint, location and etc., and object topological features include location and attribute information of neighborhood objects. It is possible to recognize spatial and geometric structure details of crack in applied high resolution 3D pavement data. Based on these characteristics, it is promising to analyze the crack primitives in 3D pavement data by combining OBIA method and above-mentioned semantic information of cracks and textures in 3D pavement data.
C. OBJECT ATTRIBUTES AND TENSOR VOTING
From the above analysis, it can be seen that there are differences between the crack objects and the adjacent texture objects in depth, shape and statistical characteristics, which can be used to distinguish the crack objects and texture objects layer by layer through above statistical differences. In OBIA field, the layers are the intermediate that can connect the image objects and the actual targets. However, with the increasing enlarge of crack objects at higher layer, it is difficult to balance the overall orientation features at higher layer and the accurate local orientation features at low layer. To solve this problem, tensor voting (TV) algorithm [23] , [33] is introduced at the sub-objects of high layer objects, and tensor saliency is obtained by combining the location and orientation characteristics from these sub-objects, which is used for joining and reasoning the crack objects at high layer. These steps not only take advantage of the accurate local orientation characteristics at low object layer, but also take the integrity of the whole crack object feature at high layer into account.
TV was designed to infer geometric structures from sparse and noisy data points. It is a unified computational framework that implements Gestalt's perceptual constraints [34] , [35] , such as cocurvilinearity, constancy of curvature (favoring low curvatures over larger ones), and proximity, to infer possible structures out of data points. The data points, also referred to as tokens in the TV framework, can be part of curve, surface, or junction, or any combination of the above. As method of information propagation, TV uses tokens to convey their orientation preferences to their neighbors in the form of votes [36] . Typically, TV method is based on tensor representations of image features and nonlinear voting [37] . Initial objects acquired from 3D pavement naturally have more accurate local orientation attributes. Using the orientation of object primitives as input of tensor encoding can not only make full use of the local orientation attributes of objects to improve the judgment and connection of crack objects, but also improve the efficiency of tensor voting.
III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR CRACK DETECTION AND ATTRIBUTE EXTRACTION
Based upon the analysis described above, the generation of cracks can be considered as the gradual formation by local differences of statistical characteristics between crack objects and surrounding texture objects in 3D data. Fig. 3 shows this proposed crack detection and attributes extraction workflow. It first describes the initial object acquisition based on 3D-PCDM and CFAR, the initial objects including crack segment ROIs and lower textures. Then, the objects are represented by the acquired 3D point sets and OBIA analysis, and the depth statistics, shape and topological attributes of each object are obtained. Next, to further obtain the crack segment objects, multi-scale objects are merged by using the differences between the local statistical characteristics of crack objects and those of texture objects. Finally, the orientation attributes of the objects are combined with tensor voting to connect and infer the crack objects, and the complete crack information and object-level crack attributes can be extracted. The following subsections further describe each procedure in detail.
A. INITIAL OBJECT ACQUISITION 1) 3D-PCDM REMOVES FLUCTUATION POSTURE
Due to the uneven surface, the vehicle vibrates up and down [3] , [20] , cross-slope information is inevitably included in real measured laser-scanning 3D profile data, which can also be called as fluctuation posture, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . As relatively microscopic local defect defects [31] , cracks are not obvious in the original 3D pavement data with above-mentioned fluctuation posture. In order to reduce the impact of fluctuation posture on crack extraction and subsequent crack depth information extraction, it is necessary to remove the fluctuation posture contained in the original 3D data. By analyzing the frequency and sparse characteristics of pavement distresses and performance indicators, 3D-PCDM decomposes the 3D pavement profiles into sparse components x, low-frequency components f , and vibration components t. Designed high-pass filter was first used to separate f , f can be used to determine the macroscopic deformation and fluctuation posture in data. Moreover, the sum of remaining x and t reflects high frequency component information of pavement, including textures, cracks, etc. Under the premise of not losing crack information, 3D-PCDM can not only reduce the influence of macroscopic fluctuation posture and pavement deformation on crack detection, but also beneficial for crack display and crack elevation information extraction.
After continuous profile 3D-PCDM processing and corresponding splicing of high frequency components, the corresponding 3D depth maps of high frequency components can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . From the comparison in Fig. 4 , the data after fluctuation posture removal is beneficial to the prominence of cracks, and is also the basic step for the subsequent acquisition of crack elevation attributes.
2) LOWER POINT SETS OBTAINED BY CFAR
The high-frequency component data obtained by 3D-PCDM includes both the information of cracks and pavement textures. The depth fluctuation of pavement textures has strong correlation and randomness, and the elevation characteristics of textures present certain granular noises, which usually makes the signal-to-noise ratio of 3D pavement data unsatisfactory. Inspired by the similarity between this characteristic of 3D pavement and speckle characteristic of synthetic aperture radar images, CFAR [38] is used to obtain the interested lower point sets in 3D pavement.
As one of the most classical target detection methods, CFAR has been proved its efficiency and effectiveness [39] . In radar target detection, the probability of target appearing under certain conditions is often unknown in advance, and the loss caused by missed detection is also unknown. Therefore, Neyman-Pearson criterion is adopted in CFAR detection: under given false alarm probability, it makes the detection probability reaches the maximum. When the external interference changes, CFAR can automatically adjust its sensitivity to keep the false alarm probability unchanged. This characteristic is called constant false alarm rate characteristic [38] , [39] . As a simple and fast target detection algorithm, CFAR achieves target detection by judging whether the pixel gray value exceeds a certain threshold value one by one. Given the false alarm rate, the detection threshold is determined by the statistical characteristics of background clutter around the target [38] , as shown in Fig. 5 . The key of CFAR is the statistical model of background clutter distribution and the design of detector. The background clutter distribution model is related to the statistical characteristics of specific scenes.
For pavement crack detection, there are similar problems: it is difficult to know the appearing probability of cracks under certain conditions in advance. In order to obtain suspected crack seed areas (depth is lower than pavement background area) from the 3D data after removing fluctuation posture, CFAR detection is used with given false detection rate, so as to maximize the probability of detecting suspected crack seed areas. Specifically, considering the detection efficiency and the width characteristics of cracks, the CFAR algorithm is implemented by the hollow sliding window minimum selection (smallest of, SO) -CFAR detector. On the other hand, considering that the textures of different pavements usually varies greatly, in order to make the CFAR detector obtain appropriate lower point sets for different pavements (without inadequate segmentation and over-segmentation), the false alarm rate is set and adjusted based on the statistical distribution of background areas. Because Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability engineering, this method also uses Weibull distribution to model 3D pavement background clutter [40] . The threshold setting is related to the statistical features in the sliding window.
Distribution Parameters Estimation: the distribution parameters are estimated by moment estimation method based on clutter data,
The moments of Weibull distribution are,
According to Eq. (1) (2) (3), shape parameter c and scale parameter b are obtained. Threshold estimation of Weibull distribution is based on Eq. (5),
p fa is a given false alarm rate, it can be acquired by 2 × E(x 2 ) to ensure that the number lower point sets is not too large or too small in different pavements. Fig. 6 (a)(b) illustrate the lower point sets in 3D pavement acquired by CFAR from Fig. 4(b) . The obtained point sets are basic units for subsequent processing, on the premise that the suspected cracks seeds should be kept as many as possible.
B. MULTI-SCALE OBJECT REPRESENTATION
For the acquired point sets, each connected point set is regarded as an object, it is basic unit for OBIA. Each object VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Example of object acquisition and some object feature maps, (a)(b) 3D lower point sets/initial objects acquired by CFAR from Fig. 4(b) , (c) object mean depth map, (d) object orientation map, (e) neighborhood area characteristic of initial object, and (f) neighborhood depth characteristic of initial object.
can acquire all the features described in Section 2.2, in detail, object depth statistics features include mean, variance, depth summation, object geometric shape features include area, aspect ratio, main direction, filling degree, endpoint, location and etc., and object topological features include location and attribute information of neighborhood objects.
Because cracks are slender structure with lower elevation in 3D pavement, the local statistical characteristics of crack ''damage'' pavement textures, these characteristics make the suspected crack point sets differ from the texture point sets. On this basis, the local depth, shape and neighborhood structures of suspected crack regions in 3D pavement data are described by combining the regional statistics, topology and multi-scale expression capabilities of the acquired objects. Fig. 6 (c)(d)(e)(f) illustrate several typical object features, including object mean depth, orientation feature, initial object neighborhood area feature and initial object neighborhood depth feature. It can be seen that the object-level features is beneficial for the crack objects characterization and selection.
The obtained lower point sets including crack ROIs and lower textures, to further select crack objects from initial objects, multi-scale object selection and object merging are implemented. First, to select the deeper and larger objects (the thresholds are obtained by global objects' statistics), and the objects with deeper and larger neighborhoods. The detail selection rules (SR) are as listed Table 1 . Fig. 7(b) shows selected objects from the initial objects in Fig. 7(a) .
Then, on the basis of object layer Obj (K +1) , (K = 0, 1, 2), judgment of object connection using object orientation and topological attributes is conducted. If the orientations of the merged objects are similar with their neighboring object and their distances are close enough, then the two objects are connected and merged at the shortest endpoints' distance. The specific merge rule (MR) is as following Table 2 .
After merging, the features of objects are updated, the corresponding attribute thresholds are also updated, and second layer selection are carried out according to the above SR. Fig. 7(c) shows the second layer of selected objects on the basis of first layer objects in Fig. 7(b) . On the basis of the second layer objects, the third layer objects can be obtained according to the MR-SR mentioned above, as shown in Fig. 7(d) . In general, at the third object layer, the objects belonging to the lower textures are mostly deleted, and the object sizes at third layer are larger than that of the lower texture objects. Most cracks can be reflected at third layer. Fig. 7(e) is the multi-scale object representation of initial object, first layer, second layer and third layer objects, it is obvious that the lower texture objects gradually decrease, while the suspect crack objects gradually increase. The objects with larger area in third layer are taken as the seed objects for final cracks, subsequent crack connection and determination are based on this multi-scale object representation. voting. TV algorithm generally uses 2D points as input, this paper improves TV algorithm by using objects with orientation and location characteristics as input. For the third layer objects acquired by above steps, the area of each object is usually large, and the crack location information is relatively accurate, but the overall orientation information of larger objects at high layer is difficult to reflect the local orientation information of cracks. In order to take into account of both positioning accuracy in high-layer objects and local orientation accuracy in low-layer objects, the sub-objects (from initial point sets) corresponding to the third-level objects' positions, are taken as the basis of improved TV algorithm. As shown in Fig. 8(c) , the selected sub-objects are presented, the sub-objects' locations and its orientations are used as the input of TV. Thus, the sub-object region and the orientation tensor coding of the object are combined.
C. REASONING OF CRACK OBJECTS BASED ON TENSOR VOTING
This improved stick tensor voting based on object location and orientation is carried out, that is, the object location and orientation features are used to form a second order symmetric non-negative definite tensor field T . Some useful curve information by decomposing the tensor field into the following form [29] , [30] , [33] , [41] ,
The λ 1 and λ 2 are eigenvalues in the decreasing order, and e 1 and e 2 are the corresponding eigenvectors. The term (λ 1 − λ 2 ) in Eq. (6) denotes the stick saliency, it shows the elementary curve token with the eigenvector λ 1 as the curve normal direction. Based on the curve structure saliency value of each object, a probability map representing curve structure appearing in a certain location can be obtained; it is called the tensor saliency field of sub-objects, as shown in Fig. 8(d) .
Combining the tensor saliency field acquired with the attribute information of multi-layer objects, the subsequent reasoning of crack objects are carried out. According to the prominent segments in the above tensor saliency field, the possible connection units are constructed, the obtained connection units from Fig. 8(d) are shown in Fig. 9(a) . The connection judgment of crack is made by the combination of the tensor connection units and the third layer objects: if the object area accounts for a large proportion of the connecting unit, then the connecting part will be included in that object; otherwise, if the object accounts for a small proportion of the connecting unit, the connecting unit will be deleted. This reasoning process makes full use of the accurate global location information of high-layer objects and the local orientation information of low-layer sub-objects. The connected object layer is marked as the fourth layer objects. Fig. 9 illustrates the crack object reasoning based on tensor voting. The tensor connection unit and merging result with third layer object are shown in Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 9(b)(c) illustrates the reasoning result of crack objects from Fig. 9(a) .
D. CRACK OBJECTS ATTRIBUTES EXTRACTION
After above reasoning procedure, the depth attributes can be further obtained. Specifically, the positions of the selected sub-objects and their depth information are obtained correspondingly, while the depth information of the remaining connections is determined by the overall average depth of the reasoning parts. The object-level depth attributes at different scales can be obtained according to specific requirements, and corresponding crack depth information can be displayed hierarchically. The crack length and width attributes should be converted by object-level attribute information of forth layer objects and data resolution. Fig. 10 illustrates the crack objects' depth attributes, Fig. 10(b) shows the depth map of crack reasoning results, Fig. 10(c) shows the results of hierarchical display of depth information at primary sub-objects in the positions of crack reasoning results. Here, in order to show the differences of local depth in crack, the objects are basic statistical units, and they are divided to three grades: light, medium and severe crack depth information. These object-level depth attributes can take into account both the local depth and location accuracy of cracks, object-level attributes are more meaningful than pixel-level depth information and more accurate than global depth information extraction. If other quantitative indicators of cracks are needed, they can be further provided by conversion of object features and data resolution information.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To validate the effectiveness of proposed method, laserscanning 3D asphalt pavement data were collected by LSP system from different expressways and municipal roads in Wuhan, China. This 3D dataset includes 30 data with different crack types (traverse cracks (TC), longitudinal cracks (LC), block cracks (BC) and alligator cracks (AC)), different crack depths, different textures, and interferences such as road markings, deformation, pits and other diseases. The data resolution in elevation direction was about 0.25 mm, that in the profile direction was about 1 mm, and that in the driving direction varied from 1 to 5 mm. For data with this resolution, the window wide of CFAR detector in Fig. 5 is an empirical value of 38 pixels (optional in the range of 15-50), while the width of background statistical region is 3 pixels. Furthermore, several comparative experiments are also conducted to further validate the effectiveness of proposed method, as following:
(1) Pixel-RF: a random forest (RF)-based method is applied as a comparative method, it is an evaluation to compare proposed method with traditional machine learning approach [7] . To conduct pixel-level classification using the RF-based method, a sliding window of size 15 × 15 is centered at each pixel and continuously scans the local context around each pixel. The same local features as applied in [7] , including minimum value, mean, variance, third-, fourth-, and fifth-order moments, are extracted at each pixel. Since the traditional classification method does not own the ability of transfer or self-adaptive classification for data with different textures and different depths, 20% of crack pixels and 10% of background pixels are randomly selected from each manually labeled Ground Truth (GT) as training samples. These labeled pixels are used to train RF, and then Pixel-RF completes pixel level crack extraction. The input of Pixel-RF was the converted 2D gray data based on data after fluctuation posture removal.
(2) Modified Cracktree: As a widely acknowledged crack detection method [3] , [7] , [11] , Cracktree [41] (available online: http://cracktree.net/) was originally proposed to process 2D crack data. In this paper, the input of Cracktree was also the converted 2D gray data based on data after fluctuation posture removal, this comparative method is called modified Cracktree.
(3) 3D-PCDM [15] : It obtains cracks by analyzing the sparse components from pavement profile data. 3D-PCDM focuses on the decompositions from 3D profile data. Fig. 11-13 illustrate the crack detection accuracies of propose method and above-mentioned comparative methods, classical buffered Hausdorff distance metric [15] , [17] , Recall [3] , [4] , [19] and F-value [7] , [42] were further adopted to quantitatively evaluate the detected cracks with the crack GT. The buffer parameter L was heuristically chosen to be 20 for this experiments, the buffered Hausdorff score (BHS) ranges from 0 to 100, where 100 indicate perfect crack detection. Recall represents the percentage of crack pixels classified correctly with respect to all true crack pixels. F-value measures the system performance on a particular class, it reflects the average effect of both precision and recall.
A. OVERALL PERFORMANCE FOR THE CRACKS DEFECT DETECTION
Since acquiring high quality GT information is difficult for real measured 3D data, existing works in [3] , [4] allow a tolerance margin for measuring the coincidence between detected cracks and the GT. That is, the detected crack pixels which are no more than five pixels away from the manually labeled pixel are true positive pixels. This operation is adopted in order to further balance the Recall and F-value of each method, the Recall and F-value were calculated on the detected crack positions after simple dilate operation (disk operator with radius of 3 pixel). And the calculation of BHS is based on the original detected results. Several typical crack detection results are shown in Fig. 14-19 . Each sub-figure in Fig. 14-19 illustrates the original data of 3D pavement, the data after fluctuation posture removal, the crack GT, the detection result of pixel-RF, modified Cracktree, 3D-PCDM and proposed method in order. Not only TC, LC, BC and AC are included in applied dataset, but also crack data with different pavement textures, road markings and pit interferences are included. Table 3 -5 list the average detection accuracy of four typical cracks in the dataset and the overall performances of each method. For applied 3D dataset with different crack types and interferences, it is obvious that the performance of proposed method is better, and it achieves average buffered Hausdorff scores of 94.39, Recall of 0.92 and F-value of 0.91. The 3D data is obtained by line scanning, the results of proposed method, 3D-PCDM and modified Cracktree show the best performance for LC type, and this phenomenon conforms to the characteristics of applied 3D data. For the pixel-RF, because it obtains training samples according to the percentage of each GT data, and the numbers of AC samples are usually the largest, so this method has the best effect for AC type.
B. OBJECT-LEVEL CRACK ATTRIBUTE ACQUISITION
The crack depth attributes can be obtained at different object layers according to specific requirements. Since the detection process completes the accurate crack location information, the depth attribute of the first layer objects, the second layer objects and the third layer objects can be obtained respectively according to the location information. Here, only the average depth information of the object is used to replace the local depth information of detected crack. The average depth of object is obtained directly by the object attributes of each layer. Fig. 20 illustrates crack objects' depth attributes extract by proposed method.
In fact, the depth values of cracks are difficult to obtain directly by manual measurement, so it is very hard to get the ground true depths of real measured cracks data. In the appendix, we further verify the accuracy and reliability of the obtained elevation attributes by experiments of standard gauge block height measurement. Thus, although the quantitatively evaluation of crack depth attributes can not conducted at present, the quantitative experiments in the appendix can verify that the obtained elevation attributes are reliable in error range of 0.25mm. Furthermore, it can be seen that the divided depth levels are almost consistent with the effect of vision evaluation, as some obvious crack in Fig. 20 .
C. DISCUSSION
An object-based analysis method for 3D pavement cracks detection and attributes extraction is presented, it considered the differences of local statistical characteristics between crack objects and texture objects at object level, to extract crack objects step by step from lower texture objects by regional statistics, topology and multi-scale expression in 3D asphalt pavement data. Then, the object-level attribute information of 3D pavement cracks can be acquired, the crack objects are more natural and objective than pixel level, and the scale can be set according to the need. Experiments of crack detection and depth attributes acquisition prove the effectiveness of proposed method. It is obvious that cracks in pavement with different textures and interferences can be detected in Fig. 14-19 .
Although there are some advantages revealed by this study, there are also limitations. First, there are significant differences of crack characteristics in different pavements, and many object features can be obtained, but at present, no feedback is applied to regulate the feature weights. Second, the optimal object layers of different cracks are always different, but current method sets three object-level processing by default, which inevitably results in waste of computing resources for some data. Third, the proposed method makes unified statistical analysis for the textures of whole data, this process is efficient and has a certain degree of generality. However, inevitably, there are texture differences for some special pavements. Neighborhood reference ranges of different objects need to be more refined in the follow-up work.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, Cracktree was originally proposed to process 2D crack data, the results of modified Cracktree were based on the data after fluctuation posture removal. As a contrast, some results of Cracktree method on original 3D pavement data were shown in Fig. 21 , the original 3D data was transformed into corresponding gray data by the conversion of depth and gray level, as the input of Cracktree. Compared with the corresponding results in Section IV-A, the detection results in Fig. 21 are very poor. This can further prove that the classical 2D crack algorithm was difficult to directly transfer to 3D crack detection. Moreover, 3D-PCDM mainly focuses on the decompositions from 3D profile data, and the post-processing of selected crack candidates is very simple. Thus, 3D-PCDM can be used to detect deep cracks in 3D pavement data, but it usually perform poor for some non-obvious cracks. 
V. CONCLUSION
The generation of cracks can be considered as the gradual formation by local statistical characteristics differences between crack objects and surrounding texture objects in 3D data. Motivated by these characteristics and the OBIA's ability, an OBIA method for crack detection and attribute extraction from laser-scanning 3D profile data is proposed. Firstly, a high-pass filter with frequency characteristics of pavement components was applied to remove the fluctuation of vehicle posture in 3D data, and then the V-shaped structures in remaining data was acquired by CFAR algorithm to form 3D point sets including crack ROIs and lower textures. Secondly, the objects were represented by acquired 3D point sets and OBIA, and the depth statistics, shape and topological features of objects were obtained. Then, to obtain the crack segment objects, multi-scale objects were selected and merged by using the local statistical characteristic differences between crack objects and texture objects. Finally, the object location and orientation attributes were combined with tensor voting to connect and infer the crack objects, and final crack positions and object-level crack attributes can be extracted. The experimental results demonstrated that proposed method achieved average BHS of 94.39, average Recall of 0.92 and average F-value of 0.91 for crack detection on 30 real measured 3D data with different crack types and interferences. Furthermore, crack depth attributes can be extracted at different scales according requirement.
The proposed method detects and extracts the crack attributes from the 3D object level, the local statistical differences between crack and lower texture objects are analysis, which is not easily affected by different pavement texture backgrounds. The obtained object-level attributes of 3D pavement cracks can provide comprehensive information for pavement maintenance decision-making and factor analysis about crack severity and crack formation. However, the presented method does not consider the feedback of selected crack objects to regulate the feature weights at present. In general, different pavement and cracks have different attributes, for example, the shape characteristics of some pavement crack objects are more obvious, and the depth attributes of some other pavement crack objects are more obvious. But these fine weight adjustments make great obstacle to the processing efficiency. Therefore, how to balance the usage of different features and detection efficiency should be further studied.
APPENDIX ELEVATION ACCURACY RELIABILITY VERIFICATION OF APPLIED 3D SYSTEM
For the applied LSP system, the elevation accuracy in practical application is about 0.25mm, and the theoretical resolution is 0.1mm. The static measurement experiments were conducted to verify the elevation accuracy, and to verify the reliability of crack depth attribute extraction indirectly. The indoor experimental scene is shown in Fig. 22 , including LSP equipment and standard gauge blocks. The heights of the applied gauge blocks include 1 mm, 1.1 mm, 1.3 mm, 1.5 mm, including 3000 profiles for elevation accuracy verification. Profile examples that randomly selected from three data groups were shown in Fig. 23 . It should be noted that the other parameters of this static experiment are basically consistent with the practical pavement maintenance engineering, for example, the resolution at transverse profile is 1 mm, the point number is 2048 at a profile. The surface of 8mm high gauge block is not treated and has strong reflective phenomenon, so the data of its surface are uneven, but we mainly verify the accuracy through the elevation of other gauge blocks. Fig. 24 shows the measured elevation information of gauge blocks from 3000 profiles, it can be seen that the measured elevations of the 1.1mm, 1.3mm and 1.5mm gauge blocks can be separable by LSP system. Table 6 shows the statistical information of mean and variance of measured elevations obtained from three data each with 1000 profiles, the errors are almost within 0.25mm. In addition, we have plotted and counted all 3000 measured errors, as shown in Fig. 25 , it can be seen that the elevation accuracy of employed LSP is guaranteed within 0.25mm. These experimental results can also prove that the accuracy and reliability of the obtained crack depth attributes.
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